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MASTER BOWLERS’ ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO 
 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 

SUNDAY, August 30, 2020 – 11:00 am 
 

Oshawa, Ontario 
NEBs Fun World 

 
1. Welcome and Introductions – Nathan Cooper, President 
 
Good morning. Welcome to the 2020 AGM, celebrating the 55th Anniversary of the 
Master Bowlers’ Association of Ontario (MBAO). 
 
At this time, we would like to take a moment of silence in memory of the Members that 
we have lost during the past season: Helen MacCallum, Jean Spry, Mickey Pikor, Primo 
Falcioni, Greg Phair, Larry Cooper, Cindy Kormann, Helen DeAdder, George 
Chrulenko, Don Walker, and Terry Noon. 
 
The MBAO continues to run numerous events throughout each season in a professional 
manner.  This begins in the office with our Director of Operations, Andrea Disher.  This 
work continues outside the office with our Zone Delegates and the various tournament 
staff we have utilized throughout the season. This season also marked the 5th year with 
Jim Head as our Tournament Director and Judge of Play for Teaching and Tournament 
Divisions, with Nathan Cooper’s completed his 2nd year as Judge of Play for the 
Seniors Division. Our programs would not be as strong without ALL these individuals 
and we are grateful for their efforts on behalf of the MBAO.  
 
In addition to the above individuals, we would like to thank our Members who showed 
patience and support while the MBAO navigated, and continues to navigate, the 
COVID-19 Pandemic. We know there are and continues to be, a lot of unknowns. Rest 
assured the MBAO is committed to keeping all of our Members as safe as possible by 
following COVID-19 safety procedures, which will be addressing later in this meeting.  
 
During the 2019-2020 season, our numbers increased again. We were also on track to 
the have the best fiscal year in the last several, until COVID-19 happened. We 
introduced two new and very successful fundraisers (5 Dolla Holla, Leaf ticket raffle) 
and continue to try to find new ways to bring money into our Association. We know this 
coming year will be challenging with COVID-19 and the closure of bowling centres, but 
with your support, will find success.  
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Our Elimination Draw continues to be our largest fundraiser.   For the 2019-2020 
season, our Elimination Draw sold out yet again! We were able to hold the draw in May, 
although delayed by one week, using Microsoft Teams.   Board Members witnessed on 
this confidential virtual format as Andrea drew the numbers using our computer program 
as usual. I would personally like to thank all of the Board Members and Andrea for 
reaching out to all our Membership to sell the remaining tickets (approx 50), as well as 
our Membership for stepping up and being willing to support the sell out in an 
untraditional way. Great job everyone! The Pick the Red Headpin Fundraiser is still on 
hold and will continue at our first event. Many of our Members have generously donated 
prizes for our Master Senior prize table, which unfortunately was not able to happen last 
season. These prizes are being held onto for the Master Senior Prize Table in 2021. If 
you have any prizes for this coming season, please speak with a Board Member or 
Andrea and we will take care of it.  
 
As you all know, Nationals in St. John’s, Newfoundland was also not able to happen this 
past season.  The MBAC Executive made the decision to cancel, and approximately 
one week later, Newfoundland shut down their border.  As a result, the rotation of 
locations Nationals has been altered. It is not as simple as pushing everything back a 
year as It takes two to three years to properly plan for a Nationals.  Upcoming locations 
(Edmonton and Manitoba), already have plans in place and contracts signed. 
Newfoundland will be reinserted into the rotation for 2023. The rotation for next five 
years will look as follows (assuming Covid-19 Pandemic does not interrupt us again).   
Edmonton, Alberta, Winnipeg, Manitoba, St. John’s, Newfoundland, British Columbia, 
and Ontario. We are tentatively looking at hosting Nationals again 2025.  We will be 
starting to form National Committees later in the 2021-2022 Season. 
 
Our sponsors continue to be key supporters of our game. We would like to send a 
special thank you out to all sponsors:  Orleans Bowling Centre, Jeff’s Bowl-O-Rama, 
Echo Bowl, NEB’s Fun World, Phipps Bowling & SoftRoll, Gratton Lanes, Hopedale 
Bowl and Bird Mechanical. C4 Centre continues to sponsor the Seniors Tour and Elaine 
Freiday sponsors the King and Queen of the Lanes for the Seniors events. 
 
As you know the Board of Directors of the MBAO is made up of 12 Board Members with 
4 Members coming up for election ever year for 3 year terms. This year has seen some 
change.  Neil Anderson resigned his position in the Fall. The Board approached Joan 
Joudrey to step in to fill Neil’s role for the remainder of the season and the transition 
went smoothly. Additionally, Christina Carey-Herbert and Tim O’Hara announced they 
are stepping away from the Board, recognizing they no longer have the time to commit 
to the Board of Directors. Prior to this meeting, Joan Joudrey, Sharron Rivers and Cindy 
Toll have chosen not to run for re-election at this time.  The Board of Directors and 
Membership would like to thank Neil, Christina, Tim, Joan, Sharron and Cindy for their 
contributions during their time on the Board.  Rob Macdonald is seeking re-election as 
outlined in your Agenda. With the changeover we have 4 positions for 3-year terms, and 
2 positions for a 1-year term to fulfill the remaining year left in both Christina’s and Tim’s 
term. If you ask anyone on the Board, being a Director takes a fair amount of time and 
dedication and is sometimes not easy most notably over the past 5 months. Expect to 
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spend 6-10 hours minimum per month for teleconference calls, in addition to the time 
running our tournaments. Those of you running for the Board today, please do not take 
this decision lightly. Your commitment will be needed for: Monthly Board meetings and 
other meetings throughout the year, both via conference calls and the odd face-to-face 
meeting, Committee meetings, Committee work behind the scenes, and staffing our 
numerous events through the bowling calendar. This commitment will require you to 
miss your regular bowling night on occasion. We try to have meetings on different 
weeknights throughout the season which means you would potentially miss one bowling 
night every 3 or 4 meetings.  
 
In closing, we the Board thank Members that have taken the time to ask us questions 
and give us suggestions towards what our upcoming season will involve. We value your 
input, questions and thoughts. We know we cannot please all our Members all the time, 
but with each decision made, it is our goal to do what is best for the Association as a 
whole. We work on behalf of you, the Members, and we hope that the decisions we 
have made this past season as well as the ones we will make in the future will 
strengthen our Association. We will continue work on the areas of Membership, 
tournaments and optimizing the operational process. As Members of the MBAO, we 
must continue to be ambassadors for the game and our Association. The best 
marketing tool we have continues to be our own Members.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Nathan Cooper 
President 
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2. Acceptance of the 2019 Annual General Meeting minutes through the zone 

meetings. 
 

Mover:   Neil Anderson G2  Seconder:   Helen Crouteau X3 
CARRIED 
 
 

3. Acceptance of the Financial Statements for the period ending July 31, 2020 as 
presented. 
 

 No Questions from the Attendees on any of the Reports 
 Andrea pointed out to the Membership that tasks Dave continues to do for 

the Association:   Bank Reconciliation, Picking up of MBAO Rings as the 
ring supplier is in Bowmanville, as well as miscellaneous assistance to the 
office as needed. 

 
Mover:  Don Cunningham B2  Seconder:  Paul Hewitt H2 
CARRIED 
 
Review of the 2020-2021 Budget 

 

➢ George broke down the budget for the 2020-2021 season with relation to various 
possible decreases in Membership.  He also included in this summary the effects 
of a $5.00 or $10.00 increase would have on the Association. 

➢ Questions: 
 France Charette X3 – What was Membership for this past season:  440 
 Judy Begley P2 – When was last Membership increase?  2013-14 Season 

when the mandatory elimination draw ticket was added. 
 Christina Carey J1 – Has board taken look at no tournaments? Staying 

afloat should another outbreak happen?    
o Nathan indicated this would be discussed later in this meeting. 
o George reviewed Fixed costs 
o Fundraising will continue through season with GICs being used to 

make up the difference  
 

 
 
4. Motion to accept the actions of the Board of Directors for the 2019-2020 season. 
 

Mover:   Brian Lawrence – B2 Seconder:  France Charette X3 
CARRIED 
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5. Elections 
Slate     Nominations from Field 

 Rob Macdonald   D1: Kevin Robins 
      D1: Kile Robins 
      D1: PJ Cole 
      F2: Brinley Hole 
      F2: Melissa Llewellyn 
      K1: Jodie Barker 
      X3: France Charette 
  
 Scrutineers:  Victor Colins X1, Neil Anderson G2, Rich Vassos D2, 
 Tournament Director Jim Head and Board Member Tim O’Hara counted votes. 
 

3 Year Term     1 Year Term 
Rob Macdonald    Melissa Llewellyn 
PJ Cole     Kile Robins 
Brinley Hole 
France Charette 

 
Motion to Destroy Ballots. 

Mover: Judy Begley  P2 Seconder:  Pat Hotte  X3 
  CARRIED 
       
6. New Business (Motions/Recommendations attached) 
 

Note:  As passed at the 2009 Annual General Meeting, if someone has a 
Motion and cannot make the Annual General Meeting, the Zone Delegate or 
Alternate Delegate may present the Motion. 
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BOARD MOTIONS APPROVED FOR THE 2019-20 SEASON 
 

Bursary qualification, effective with the 2019-2020 season, will be highest Pins Over 
Average (POA) for the Men’s and Ladies’ and Highest Scratch Men’s and Ladies who have 
not previously won a Bursary Award. Total score will be tabulated using the best three of 
four Rookie Tour Events. Mid Winter Blues is a mandatory tournament that must be bowled, 
however the score from this event can be dropped if it is the lowest.  
 
Above motion was passed by the Board of Directors on August 25, 2019 
 
 
Rookie of the Year will be determined by the highest Aggregate Standings for the Rookies in 
both the Teaching and Tournament Divisions, Men’s and Ladies. In order to be eligible for 
this Award, you must be a Member in good standing with the MBAO, as well as having met 
all Aggregate requirements for their respective division.  
 
Above motion was passed by the Board of Directors on August 25, 2019 
 

Teaching Division for the 2019-2020 season, as the Eastern Classic has been cancelled 
because of COVID-19 pandemic, the aggregate qualification be based on 18 games up until 
and including the Spring Master Youth plus 10 games at Year End. Should Year End be 
cancelled, then the Teaching Aggregate will be determined based on 18 games, as per 
current aggregate requirements.  

Above motion was passed by the Board of Directors on April 1, 2020 

 
Tournament Division for the 2019-2020 season, as the Spring Classic has been cancelled 
because of COVID-19 pandemic, the aggregate qualification be based on 28 games up until 
and including the Winter Classic plus 12 games at Year End. Should Year End be cancelled, 
then the Tournament Aggregate will be determined based on 28 games, as per current 
aggregate requirements. 
 
Above motion was passed by the Board of Directors on April 1, 2020 

 
Seniors Division for the 2019-2020 season, as Seniors 4 has been cancelled because of 
COVID-19 pandemic, the aggregate qualification be based on 15 games, as per current 
aggregate requirements. This was voted on and approved by the Seniors Division members 
at the Seniors Players Workshop held on March 14, 2020 at Victoria Bowl in Kitchener 
 
Above motion was passed by the Board of Directors on April 1, 2020 
 
Rookie Tour Aggregate Award and Jake Tamemoto Bursary Award for the 2019-2020 
season, as Eastern Classic Rookie Tour has been cancelled because of COVID-19 pandemic, 
the bursary qualification be based on 18 games, as per current aggregate requirements. 
 
Above motion was passed by the Board of Directors on April 1, 2020 
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BOARD MOTIONS SUBMITTED FOR THE 2019-20 SEASON 

 
 

MOTION BY BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 
 
To increase the MBAO Membership fee by $10.00 for all Divisions. This increase would take 
effect for the 2020/2021 Season. 
Motioned by: George Tughan  Second by: Board of Directors 
   

X Carried    Defeated    Withdrawn    
 
 
The MBAO institute a drop of a tournament to the Tournament Division schedule in response to 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Only the Fall, Winter or Spring Classic would be eligible to be dropped. 
This measure would only apply to the 2020/2021 season. The total number of games for the 
National Aggregate would be adjusted to 40 games. Therefore, if a Member bowled all the 
events in question, they would drop their lowest eight-game block. The Singles Representative 
will qualify using the same format outlined in this Motion.  This motion is subject to change 
based on the start date of the season. 
Motioned by: Tournament Committee  Second by: George Tughan 
 
 Comments/Questions: 

 Christina Carey J1:  If season does not start on time how will this affect the aggregate?  Can you 
amend the motion to read we will contact the Tournament Division based on Board Decision? 

o Purpose for drop – allows players option to not bowl if questionably sick 
 Christina Carey J1:  If season does not start on time will the 40 games still count 

o If we cannot have the first event, the Board will make decisions from there 
 Motion updated to add the bolding noted above 
 Judy Begley P2:  Is this voted on only by Tournament Division? 

o Yes 
 Kevin Robins D1: Is this for Tournament Members from this past season or next season? 

o Those who bowled Tournament Division in the 2019-2020 Season 
VOTE COUNT:   9 IN FAVOUR / 1 OPPOSED 

 
X    Carried     Defeated    Withdrawn     

 
 
The Bequest of $10,040.00 received from the Fraser Hambly Estate be combined with the 
Boettger Fund with the Fun being renamed the Boettger/Hambly Fund. 
Motioned by George Tughan    Seconded by Jim Head 

 
X     Carried    Defeated    Withdrawn     
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ZONE MOTIONS SUBMITTED FOR THE 2019-20 SEASON 
 

 
MOTION BY B1: The Members of Zone B1 would like to see an increase in membership 
fees of $5. Since there is at least 400 members in the Association this would bring in an 
additional $2000 into the general account for operating costs.  
Moved by Shaun Russell Seconded by Tara Crocker 
  
      Carried    Defeated X   Withdrawn  
 
MOTION BY D2: Would like to see the other Teaching Optional events, such as Western, 
Central, and Eastern to start with a local zone round then move to provincials (just like Mid 
Winter Blues). This would increase participation on the local level, which in turn increases 
tournament participation overall.  
Moved by Myke Mercier Seconded by Bill Stockill 
 
      Carried    Defeated X  Withdrawn  
 
MOTION BY F2: Combine both genders for Mid Winter Blues Zone qualifying rounds using 
the current formula to determine the number of qualifiers that move onto Provincials. This 
would also apply to the YBC Rookie Tour bowlers.  
Moved by Jim Head  Seconded by Brinley Hole 
 
 Comments/Questions 

 Jim Head F2:   Spoke to the motion.  As this tournament continues to lose money every year, it is 
important some form of change happens.  The breakeven point for this tournament is 3 ladies and 3 
men entering Zone Round.    

 Pat Hotte X3:  Do you want us to combine Rookies and Masters: NO 
 Rasa Roberts B2:   If you combine Men and Women, you will still need a break even point of 3, should 

we not include a minimum number of entries required? –  
 Brian Lawrence B2: Can we do MWB like other Options? 

o We have discussed, however there was no motion put forward within the time requirements of 
the AGM. 

o When in the calendar would we be able to hold a 4th optional and have two days available for 
shifts? 

 Christina Carey J1:  See this as a first step to making what Brian mentioned.  Can we make the MWB its 
own event? 

 Phil Winter G2:  Is Rookie Tour same as it is?  YES.  Rookie Tour remains unchanged ratio is 1:7 
 Phil Winter G2:  Coming from a big zone can we combine zones? 

o Yes you can.  There are many that do that already with great success. 
 Christina Carey J1:  Can we mandate zones amalgamations for this event? 

o Yes we could, however it is better for Zones to join of their own choosing.   This is something 
that has been discussed in the Tournament Committee and may be considered in the future. 

 Judy Begley P2:  Quite often it is only the morning of the event when members decide to bowl, based 
on how they feel or the weather. 

o Christina J1:  Sometimes zones have one woman and will not combine because they know 
they get to go on automatically as only participant. 

o Elaine Freiday X2:  X1, X2 and X3 have been combining for the past six seasons and is usually 
an even split among zones of who moves on to Provincials. 

 Elaine Freiday X2:   It is important for Member to know they can bowl in any Zone.  Whether it is a 
conflict with another tournament, weather, vacation, whatever. 
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 Catherine Sullivan G2:  Why is money paid out at the zone round, why not just pay money out at the 
provincial round.  Why is it guaranteed money? 

o Andrea Disher OFFICE:  If you win the Zone round you have to bowl at Provincials to receive 
any prize money. 

o Andrea Disher OFFICE:  This is an optional event, you qualify at the Zone level 1 in 4, this is 
your qualification for earning money. 

 Phil Winter G2 Amendment request to remove the Rookie tour.  
 Elaine Freiday X2:  Combining Men and Ladies does still not address the issue of having one person 

bowl.   
 Elaine Freiday X2:   

o As in the past, this type of tournament change usually goes to the Zone Meeting for discussion 
and voting.  This is the protocol that was followed last time MWB changed.   

 Christina Carey J1:    
o Would like to see it go to the Zones so more Teaching Members have the opportunity t0 vote 

on this 
 Bruce Whidden F2 

o When asked for his opinion on voting on this motion (as he was one of the Members present 
that had been through all the old AGMs in the past discussing MWB Changes), he suggested 
we vote here at the AGM.   The problem with waiting for the Zone Meetings is many of the 
Members do not stay for the meeting.   He would like to see it dealt with here at AGM 

 Elaine Freiday X2:  would still like to see a minimum number of Qualifiers. 
 Rob Macdonald E1:  Shared the background numbers of how many players participated 
 Kevin Robins D1:  Make this change this year, then look to see how it affects the solution.  Then if 

needed look at a minimum number 
 Jim Head F2:   

o Changing the motion to include a minimum required number would be too radical. 
o Suggested adding the minimum as a second motion. 

 Nathan Cooper President:  Cannot add a new motion as it is too late. 
 Vote called.           

X    Carried     Defeated    Withdrawn  
 
MOTION BY X2: Dress code for bottoms to be updated to read: Black 
Bottoms, absolutely no jeans, leggings or bike/exercise shorts. 
Moved by Jenn Gray  Seconded by Barb Delaney 
 
 Comments/Questions: 

 Nathan Cooper President:  Read the full dress code for pants off the MBAO Website 
 Elaine Freiday X2:  Spoke on behalf of the motion.  Members in our Zone have noticed that players at 

provincial events are wearing bike/exercise shorts.  Others are wearing exercise pants that have been 
altered to look like dress pants. 

 Vicky Robins D1:  Sees some Directors saying you cannot enforce bottoms for kids, just the shirt.  Need 
to backtrack to YBC, not just the Members 

o Rookie Tour players are expected to abide by our rules 
 Vicky Robins D1:  Feeling some people are getting away with it 
 Christina Carey J1:  Should this motion pass we will have members showing up in track pants and close 

to see-through leggings.  Thought to having everything decided in this dress code goes back many 
years.  Recommend on behalf of our AGM to try and get bottoms dress code amended to have it the 
same across all three 5 Pin organizations. 

 Motion Amended to have bike and exercise shorts added as prohibited bottoms  
 

X    Carried     Defeated    Withdrawn  
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RECOMMENDATIONS FROM ZONES 
 
Recommendation:    Zone F1: To consider more tournaments in the West of the Province. 
For example London or Sarnia.   

 When looking at bowling centers we have to look at Size, Location, are they Members of 
Bowl Ontario, and do they have MBAO Members. 

 
Recommendation:   Zone H2: Bring back the Pro-Am Tournament.  

 Can only be brought back if we have a large sponsor to fund the prize fund. 
 
 
 

QUESTIONS AND INQUIRIES 
 
Question: Zone F1:  Why must Masters pay for kids at Master Youth? It was discussed that 
perhaps kids would not play if they had to pay. Technically that’s the price you pay for being an 
Affiliated Master. Masters can choose to be Unaffiliated and would not have to play the Master 
Youth events. 
 
Question: Zone X2:  What progress is being made regarding the Motion submitted by Zone 
X2 for the 2019 AGM regarding amalgamation? The Motion was changed to a recommendation, 
however to date there has been no additional contact or inquiry from Matt Wallace to join 
an Adhoc Committee surrounding the questions raised at 2019 AGM and the Motion. 

 Jim Head as Tournament Committee Chair has been in touch with Matt Wallace regarding this question. 

 
NEW BUSINESS 
 
Covid-19 Procedures: 
 

 Brian Lawrence B2:  If someone travelled within 14 days will they need to get a negative 
test? 

o They need to provide flight information, Airline, Date and flight number as well 
as where they were travelling from to the office.   We will check to confirm there 
are no cases of COVID-19 linked with that flight. 

o 14 Day Quarantine is required if travelling out of country 
o 7 days is just asking you to let us know you have been on a plane or travelled 

close to a tournament date. 
 Nathan Cooper – President:    

o It is also important to let office know if you will not be bowling so we can fill your 
spot from the waiting list. 

 Linda Thompson B2:  Sometimes we do not know if we have been in contact with 
COVID-19 even though we take precautions. 
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o We can only answer screening questions to the best of our knowledge, that is 
what the contact tracing is for.   We have to assume our Members are doing 
what they can to take precautions at home and at work. 

 
Arrival: 

 Christina Carey J1:   Understand we need to follow procedures, however can this be put 
into a digital document?  No phone, then see the person with the assessment. 

o We will be quicker than today going forward 
o For tournaments we will have a pre-populated document with names, numbers 

and emails already listed that we would ask you to confirm is accurate 
o If you travel with other Members, you should check in as a group as if one of the 

group fails the screening, then the whole group will not be admitted. 
 Phil Winter G2:   We could fill in a questionnaire and hand into the organization 

o Only if it is done right there, you cannot bring from home 
 Linda Thompson B2:  Are we taking temperatures?   NO 
 Bruce Whidden F2:  Taking into account the time to complete Arrival procedures, if we 

are delayed a little, it is what it is. 
 Brian Lawrence B2:  Has seen O5PBA copy of forms for Waiver/Liability do we have? 

o Our meeting to prepare our Procedures took place at the beginning of August, 
O5PBA only put out their information within the past week. 

o We could not wait for others so we forged ahead on our own 
o The Board will be looking into this and determine if we require something similar. 

 Rasa Roberts B2:    Spectators?   Outlined later in the document 
 Vicky Robins D1:  Exemptions to mask in view of medical or physical impairments 

o These issues need to be brought forward to the Board of Directors for discussion 
and review. 

o It will be added to our opening remarks that should any Member have any issue 
with another Member around mask use or any other COVID-19 restrictions that 
the matter MUST be brought to the Judge of Play or Tournament Staff and not 
confront the Player in question directly. 

 Bruce Whidden F2:   Suggested those with exceptions where a tag, similar to a coach 
wears a coaching tag. 

o Consensus was this would not be a good idea as that would just bring 
unnecessary scrutiny to that particular individual. 

 
Registration: 

 Nancy Fleming P2:  Are we starting the tournament before we complete envelopes?   It 
was stated we are not to arrive at a tournament more than 20 minutes before it starts, 
so that does not provide time for Practice and paperwork prior to the tournament start. 

o The 20 minutes was a misunderstanding. 
o Registration is still 30 minutes prior to tournament start. 
o We are requesting that Bowlers do not arrive more than 20 to 30 minutes before 

registration (sometimes Bowlers arrive over one hour before.) 
o There will be plenty of time to be Checked In, Register and practice prior to the 

event start time. 
 
Practice: 

 Don Cunningham B2:   Will we be able to practice on our second lane? 
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o No.  Practice on starting lane only.  Similar to tournaments in the past, we only 
practiced on our starting lane(s). 

 
Tournament Formats: 

 Benoit Croteau X3: If we have a tie at the end of the tournament? 
o Details for a tie are outlined in the Policy Manual 
o Jim Head F2: It is a one game roll off for all events. Wit the exception of Year 

End.  
o Rasa Roberts B2:  Can we pick our shift? 

▪ Yes, so long as there is still room available on that shift. You would be 
bowling on the same shit for that year.  

o Kile Robins D1:  Can we still bowl multiple divisions?    YES 
 
Miscellaneous: 

 Nathan Cooper – President:  Currently we cannot run tournaments 
o Nathan went on to present his idea of presenting the MBAO to the Government 

as a “League” rather than “Tournaments”.   NOTE:  This has not been 
determined as a course of action and has not been fully discussed and approved 
by the Board of Directors. 

o Kile Robins D1:  Felt this was not a good idea as many Members work shiftwork 
 Phil Winter G2:  Is this the reason we have not seen information about youth events? 

o Yes, Youth Bowling Ontario is not having youth tournaments until January at the 
earliest. 

 Bruce Whidden F2:  What if a Bowling Centre is shut down for a “deep clean” due to a 
positive case? 

o We would have to look at a different bowling centre 
 Melissa Llewellyn F2:  Based on current schedule both divisions bowl similar events, 

such as Fall Classic and Central: 
o We would work out separating the events at centres that are close by 

 Vicky Robins D2:  Are we following school policies about reporting?   They report but 
identification is not disclosed. 

o Yes – identity of an individual is not for us to disclose to the Membership, just 
that they may have come in contact with an individual at a particular event. 

o Should the individual choose to identify themselves, that is up to them. 
 Jim Ronaldson T2:  What about aggregate results from the 2019/2020 Season? 

o Nathan Cooper – President:   
▪ As of right now the Aggregate results as of the shortened season are 

being held “just in case”.    
▪ Alberta is fighting very hard to be able to hold Nationals in June/July 

2021.    
▪ “IF” we cannot get on the lanes in 2021 early enough to complete a 

season, “AND” Nationals is a go in Alberta, then we would be looking at 
the results from last season to field our teams. 

 
Lobby your Members of Provincial Parliament (MPP): 
 

 Nathan Cooper – President:    
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o We are asking all our Members to please lobby their MPPs.   
o You have been given the Guidelines and Procedures as well as they will be 

emailed to you with your Membership Renewal.     
o We hope that everyone will reach out and fight too  

 Bruce Whidden F2:   What about capacity lobbying? 
o That is a completely different issue.   We are focusing on trying to run our 

events based on our Guidelines and Procedures in which we have conformed to 
the max 50 indoors.   

 Nathan Cooper – President:  Fall Master Youth 
o At present, this tournament will not be happening.  There are many issues to 

consider: 
▪ Capacity to hold the event as Parents are required considering some 

children are as young as 5 years old 
▪ Many YBC programs are not starting until October or later 
▪ Youth Bowl Ontario is not allowing Youth tournaments until January at 

the earliest, yes, this is not a YBO event, however we should keep in line 
with their protocol. 

▪ Insurance:  What if a child contracts COVID-19 at an event?  Disaster 
 Paul Hewitt H2:  Zone Delegate Meeting? 

o Meeting will not be in person, it will still be held on September 13, 2020 however 
will be changed to a conference call meeting. 

o It will still be a “Mandatory Attendance” meeting 
 Jim Ronaldson T2:  If there is no Nationals are we still charging Assessments? 

o Yes, if we start our season, we still have to assume there is going to be a 
Nationals in Alberta 

o If we lose Members, we still have to pay for Nationals  
o When that happens and we have not collected sufficient National Assessment, 

the cost for attending a Nationals will increase dramatically to each 
bowler/coach. 

 
 
MOTION TO ADJOURN: Brian Lawrence B2: Seconded:  Judy Begley P2 
 
CARRIED 


